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ASB and Faculty senates condemn anti-CRT vote
The University of Mississippi’s faculty and student body
senates voice opposition to a Mississippi Senate bill that
would ban the teaching of critical race theory.
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The University of Mississippi ASB Senate convenes for a meeting on Sept. 14, 2021.

VIOLET JIRA

thedmnews@gmail.com

The University of Mississippi’s
Associated Student Body and
Faculty senates voted this week
to condemn the Mississippi
State Senate’s passage of Senate
Bill 2113, which would ban the
teaching of critical race theory

in Mississippi’s public schools,
colleges and universities.
“Mississippi Senate Bill 2113
undermines the quality and
fundamental purpose of public
higher education, which the
University of Mississippi has
financially invested in to bolster
its merit and reputation in the
past decades,” the ASB Senate

resolution reads.
The
student-authored
resolution,
which
passed
unanimously, also points to SB
2113’s ambiguous language, the
precedent Mississisippi would set
by legislating academic material
and the University of Mississippi’s
own historical connections to
slavery and racial injustice.

Jen Purcell, a graduate
student and senator at-large, is an
author of the resolution.
“The Mississippi State Senate
passage of SB 2113 is a clear
infringement on our academic
freedom as students. What is
so significant about attending a
public higher education institution
is that we have the opportunity to

learn about the world through
multiple lenses,” she said. “As
students, we are supposed to be
training to be future leaders. How
can we do that if we are not given
the chance to look at all sides of
the story? Why would they want
us to be underprepared?”
The
faculty-authored

SEE ASB PAGE 2

Celebrating Black History Month

The soundtrack of
Black History

BRITTANY KOHNE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Music is a unique entity that
allows people to communicate love,
emotions and thoughts in a manner
that is both enjoyable and fulfilling.
On Feb. 24 at 7:30 p.m. the
University of Mississippi will host
the Black History Month Concert
at the Ford Center, showcases the
importance of music, especially
during Black History Month.
The concert is free to the public and
will feature the Ole Miss African Drum
and Dance Ensemble, the Ole Miss
Gospel Choir, the Steel Orchestra, and
individual performances, including
guest artist Kendrick Williams.
UM has been making history
through this concert since 2005.
George W.K. Dor, McDonnell-

Barksdale Chair of Ethnomusicology
and professor of music, produces and
coordinates the BHM concert. Dor
said the audience should expect to
hear lyrics that evoke a part of Black
history.
“Music of worship, play, work or
from the cradle to the grave, agonizing
experiences to celebratory contexts,
but more telling, music is a mobilizing
and a uniting force and it engenders
group solidarity,” Dor said.
Samuel Agbenyo, a Ph.D. student
in music education from Ghana, is
the drummer and choreographer for
the Ole Miss African Drum and Dance
Ensemble.
The OMADDE teaches several
African musical types and allows
Agbenyo to share Ghanian music as
well.

SEE CONCERT PAGE 3

The business of beauty

VIOLET JIRA / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Jamesetta Barron stands behind the front counter of Loving My Hair Beauty
Supply 2.

VIOLET JIRA

thedmnews@gmail.com

When
the
coronavirus
pandemic shocked the world
into a standstill two years ago,

Johnnie Dudley, like many, used
the time to reflect with her family
about the things they wanted and
needed to accomplish.
“COVID-19 had my family and

SEE BEAUTY PAGE 3
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ASB

continued from page 1
resolution passed 32-8, according
to reporting from Mississippi
Today.
“The Senate of the Faculty
of the University of Mississippi
rejects any attempts by bodies
external to the faculty to restrict
or dictate university curriculum
on any matter, and reaffirms the
American Association of University
Professors’ 1940 statement of
Principles on Academic Freedom

and Tenure,” the resolution reads.
The UM Faculty Senate is the
third in the state to jointly voice
their disapproval of the legislature’s
advancement of SB 2113, following
Jackson State University and the
University of Southern Mississippi.
Senate Bill 2113 is one of
many anti-critical race theory
bills nationwide, but Mississippi
garnered national attention for
2113 when all 14 of Mississippi’s
Black senators walked out of the
senate chamber in opposition to
the bill, and their white colleagues
proceeded to pass the bill.

Authored by 21 Republican
senators, the term “critical race
theory” is never coined in the bill’s
text. The bill is also short and nonspecific — at just over 500 words,
the bill proposes a withholding of
state funds for public institutions
of learning that affirm, adopt or
adhere to the following tenets:
(a)
That any sex, race,
ethnicity, religion or national origin
is inherently superior or inferior; or
(b) That individuals should be
adversely treated on the basis of
their sex, race, ethnicity, religion or
national origin.

The bill has continued to
receive widespread opposition
since its passage a month ago.
Lila Osman, President Pro
Tempore of the ASB Senate, is
pleased the resolution passed. She
sees it as necessary to protect not
only students, but also faculty and
the institution at large.
“At an institution of higher
education, it should be our number
one priority to protect our freedom
of speech and thought, two rights
that are limited by this legislation.
Furthermore, coming from an
institution that has a history

deeply rooted in racial struggles,
it is important to allow students,
faculty and staff to have discussions
concerning race and identity,” she
said. “If we chose not to speak out,
that would send a message that
the Mississippi State Legislature
can legislate our education, which
would be an alarming precedent
to set.”
After passing in the Senate,
SB 2113 moved to the Mississippi
House of Representatives for
consideration. House leaders have
until March 1 to pass the legislation
out of committee or the bill will die.

Celebrating Black History Month

Joester Brassell puts the soul in soul food

Joester Brassell, known as Mama Jo, stands inside Mama Jo’s Country Cookin’ on Old Highway 7.

SOPHIA JARAMILLO
thedmnews@gmail.com

Joester Brassell, known by
Oxford locals as Mama Jo, is the
true soul behind the soul food at
Mama Jo’s Country Cookin’.
Located on Old Highway 7,
customers are greeted by the
smiling faces of employees and the
smell of fried chicken, green beans
and fried cornbread when they
walk into her restaurant. Brassell,
a Taylor, Mississippi, local, has

been cooking since she was a child
and is passionate about sharing
her gift to the Oxford community.
“My cooking is not learned,”
Brassell said. “It is a gift from God.”
Brassell said that she never
learned how to cook; she considers
it a spiritual gift, and was born
knowing how to cook. At seven
years old, Brassell cooked her first
meal consisting of fried chicken,
turnip greens and fried cornbread.
Ever since, Brassell has lived for
and dreamed of cooking.

“Sometimes, recipes will be
written up on the wall, and I wake
up and it’s there,” Brassell said. “I
know it’s a gift from God.”
After working as a chef for the
Kappa Alpha Order fraternity and
the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
at the University of Mississippi,
Brassell decided to open her own
restaurant in 2005. Brassell has
expanded Mama Jo’s Country
Cookin’ to even more customers.
She has opened another location
in the Chevron gas station at 725

SOPHIA JARAMILLO / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Molly Barr Road.
“I thought, hey, I’m doing all
this cooking, you know, let me do
it for me,” Brassell said.
Brassell said that she has
felt the support of the Oxford
community as a Black-owned
business. She has given back to the
community through feeding the
hungry and remaining faithful to
serving her customers.
Brassell celebrates Black
History Month by wearing
traditional African style dress,

participating in celebrations at
her church and most importantly,
cooking traditional food to
celebrate Black culture.
“Cooking is really one of the
good things,” Brassell said, “and
I’ve done that all throughout Black
History month.”
Mama Jo’s Country Cookin’,
located at 1503 Old Highway 7
North, is open from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. Monday through Friday.

BOOK YOUR NEXT EVENT WITH US!

Swaps
Date Parties
Parents Weekends
Weddings
...and More!
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CONCERT

continued from page 1
For Agbenyo, music has
not only shaped his identity,
but it has also helped create
the identity of the Black
community.
“As a Black community,
our music is part of our
identity and history. We
use music as a means of
remembering,
preserving
and shaping our culture,”
Agbenyo said. “Above all,
musical performances like
this one help us to connect and
live peacefully, harmoniously
and productively with people
from all other cultures
globally, irrespective of color
or nationality.”
Gospel music has also been
deeply rooted in not only the
Black community, but also
Black history in general.
Black
gospel
music
originated
in
the
19th
century. Spirituals and songs

BEAUTY

continued from page 1
I quarantined and so we had
a lot of time to talk and think
about our lives, our future and
the future of our children,”
Dudley said. “We discussed
wanting to have something
to leave for our children.
We’ve always thought about
entrepreneurship but never
decided on a business type.”
Two years later, the idea
of a business has transformed
into
a
brick-and-mortar
establishment
—
Loving
My Hair Beauty Supply 2.
Boasting a wide variety of
products, from lashes and
hair tools to braiding hair and
wigs, the location serves as a
“one stop shop” for beauty
needs.
As is signified by the
“2,” Dudley’s location is the
second of its kind. Her sister
opened the first location in
DeSoto County and supported
her as she moved to establish
this one.
“My sister was a big
inspiration to us opening our
store,” she said. “She assured

of enslaved people are all
encapsulated under Black
gospel. Many of the songs
were sung by slaves in the
hope that God would help
and save them. Gospel music
today provides a sense of
freedom and a form of lyrical
past.
Ontarius
Woodland,
a senior music education
major, is the director of the
UM Gospel Choir.
Music,
according
to
Woodland, has always been
the second voice used to tell
stories of past generations for
Black people.
“Music
placed
a
magnifying glass on the Black
community. It allowed others
to hear our story during a
time where that was pivotal,”
Woodland said. “Now those
songs are studied in classes
and have influenced specific
genres like R&B, classical,
pop music and even rap with
the growing interest in gospel
rap. It’s all connected and
music as a whole benefits

us she would be with us
every step of the way, as she
was enduring the difficulties
and obstacles of being a
Black woman working in
an industry that’s mostly
dominated by non-Black
owners.”
Despite the fact that beauty
supply stores like Loving
My Hair 2 are frequented by
Black people — especially
Black women — they are
rarely Black owned. Koreans
and
Korean
Americans
have dominated the multibillion dollar industry for
decades, controlling all parts
of the supply chain from
manufacturing to retail. This
fact alone is one of many
that Black entrepreneurs
face when venturing into the
beauty supply market.
There can also be financial
barriers to opening a beauty
supply store. As Dudley
explains, $10,000 or more
of initial capital is necessary
to secure accounts with top
of the line suppliers. This is
only one of many expenses.
“It’s not easy for a Black
person or Black women
to enter into the beauty
supply store industry and be

ILLUSTRATION: MICAH CRICK / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

from it.”
All the performances will
incorporate all sectors of
Black music, African, Gospel
and Caribbean.
Norris Allen Edney, Vice
Chancellor for Diversity and
Community
Engagement,

successful long-term. One
must have funds or the means
to allocate funds,” she said.
“Government funding and
grants are available for some
minorities, but not for us. To
open our store, we had to use
personal funds, credit cards
and loans.”
Despite these adversities,
Dudley’s business has grown
and continues to flourish.
Beauty supply stores like
Dudley’s are a staple for
Black people, especially Black
women. An essential part of
the community, these stores
are where Black women
find the tools to harness the
versatility and beauty that
exist inherently in Black hair.
Jessica Carter, a junior
journalism
major,
has
shopped at Oxford’s Love
Your Hair location and
speaks to how important it is
that Black women are able to
feel beautiful.
“For many years or even
centuries, we have always
been ‘beneath’ other races
of women. If our hair isn’t
straight, wavy or curly, it’s
unprofessional,” Carter said.
“Our hair isn’t meant to fit
in a ‘box’ of three textures.

said that life has a soundtrack
and especially for the Black
community.
“Black
history
is
a
complete history. It’s not just
the highs and it’s not just the
lows. It’s a complete history
of the lives of black people
across the world and all of

We are beautiful too. Our
coils, waves, locs, puffs,
weaves, etc. We come in all
different shapes and sizes.
We are forced to fit in the
‘box’ society has created to
consider ourselves beautiful.”
Dudley, too, sees the
importance
of
feeling
beautiful.
“I think it’s important for
Black people to not only feel
beautiful but to know they
are beautiful. Our culture
allows us to express our
ethnicity through our hair,
what we wear and other items
we supply in our stores,” she
said. “Our products allow
customers to embrace their
personalities and enhance the
beauty that’s already there.”
On the opposite side of
Oxford, situated near the top
of Heritage Drive, another
businesswoman also saw the
beginning of the pandemic
as a turning point for her
business. Ashley Hurt owns
Oxford’s only Black-owned
spa, Unshelled Beauty.
“When
the
pandemic
happened, that’s when a lot
of clients were telling me
that they needed someone
like me in Oxford,” she said.

those different aspects of life
have a soundtrack,” Edney
said. “I think Black culture is
lived out in this way to share
with others through music,
and through that influence
I think music influences our
culture more broadly.”

“You know, someone Blackowned that really had their
stuff together. My clients
motivated me to move out
here.”
Carter has also been a
client of Unshelled Beauty.
“I truly enjoyed Unshelled
Beauty. Ashley was the nicest
person ever,” she said. “She
made me feel comfortable
about my body and the goals I
set for myself. I currently get
waxed by Graced by Genvieve,
which is in the same building
as Unshelled.”
In addition to her own
business, Hurt also created a
space for other entrepreneurs
and artists to operate out of.
“I know a lot of people
like to be their own boss,so I
created a space where people
can have their own booths
and their own hours and
actually be their own boss,”
she said.
Aside
from
local
competition, Hurt has not
faced any issues outside of
the typical ups and downs.
Her business continues to
grow and she continues to
“unshell” the beauty she sees
in her clients.
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2022 Truman Scholarship finalists hope to create
positive change

MARY BOYTE

thedmnews@gmail.com

On Feb. 18, the Truman
Scholarship announced that the
University of Mississippi had
three finalists, Jilkiah Bryant,
Alex Bush and Andy Flores. All
three juniors have one thing in
common: the steadfast desire to
create a positive impact on their
communities.
According to the Truman
Scholarship
website,
the
Truman Scholarship “awards
merit-based scholarships to
college students who plan to
pursue careers in government
or elsewhere in public service.
Truman Scholars receive up
to $30,000 for graduate or
professional school.”
Bryant, Bush and Flores
are now preparing for a final,
virtual committee interview
held on March 18. The students
will participate in a mock
committee interview with a
former Truman Scholar on Feb.
25. Scholarship recipients will
be announced on April 15.
Last year, there were 62
Truman Scholars selected from
51 institutions. Winners will be
announced in early-mid April.
Psychology major Alex Bush
was first contacted by Vivian
Ibrahim, the director of the
Office of National Scholarship
Advisement in the spring of
2021. Ibrahim had read a
story about Bush in The Daily
Mississippian and thought she
might be a good candidate for
the Truman Scholarship. By the
end of the fall semester, Bush
had turned in her application.
The application process did
not happen overnight.
Ibrahim
and
Whitney
Woods, assistant director of
ONSA, worked with the three
students for months. To gain
one of the four semi-finalist
spots, the students had to go
through an ONSA committee
interview in December. They
then found out their semifinalist status and moved on to
editing their applications with
ONSA, turning them in on Jan.
17.
Each student said the

process was stressful, yet
rewarding.
“The entire process was
incredibly long and, at times,
very stressful. However, even
before I was selected as a
finalist, I already gained more
than I ever could have imagined
from this experience,” Bush
said. “I was challenged to
consider the potential paths for
my future and was exposed to
information relating to my field
of interest.”
Each student has led an
active life on campus centered
around
creating
positive
change. Bush joined Active
Minds, an organization striving
to dispel the negative stigma
around mental health, in her
freshman year as a member of
the outreach committee. She is
now co-director of outreach.
Public health and services
major Jilkiah Bryant is a McLean
Institute for Public Service and
Community
Engagement’s
Catalyzing Entrepreneurship
and Economic Development
Initiative Scholar.
Public policy leadership
and philosophy major Andy
Flores is president of UM’s
First Generation Network and
is active in the Mississippi
College Access Project. He
is the youngest fellow of
the UnidosUS Afro-Latinx
Avanzando program.
Bush said she feels honored
to be a Truman Finalist.
“Honestly, I feel beyond
honored and proud to be of
such an incredible group and
represent Ole Miss,” Bush said.
“Being a Truman Finalist is
genuinely the greatest moment
of my academic and public
service career.”
Since high school, Bush has
been advocating for mental
health awareness, particularly
suicide prevention awareness.
She has lost six loved ones to
suicide. Determined to bring
about change, Bush has spread
mental health awareness across
different media platforms,
including the Emmy nominated
Colorado
Public
Service
Announcement “Teens2Teens.”
“My experience has been
extraordinary,” Bush said.
“Throughout the past five years,

I have spoken to thousands of
people and had the opportunity
to spread awareness and
hope. Words cannot express
how grateful I am for these
experiences, because the work
I’ve been able to do has changed
my life forever.”
Bryant started her public
service career at a hot dog
ministry event in Columbus,
Mississippi. She was a Bible
study volunteer at St. James
Methodist Church when she
discovered that volunteers were
difficult to find. To change this,
she started Project Powerful.
Project Powerful partnered
with Bryant’s high school,
Mississippi
School
for
Mathematics and Science,
to seek volunteers. The
organization branched into
other areas as Bryant finished
high school. She partnered with
five girls in Kemper County
to host a cheer clinic focused
on spreading information on
physical health to girls aged
9-12.
When
Bryant
started
college, she established Project
Powerful as a non-profit and set
up a board of graduate students
and rising professionals.
Bryant also started the
Service Advocate Program. This
program selects 3-5 students
across Mississippi each year to
undergo a one-year community
outreach program. The program
includes a proposal program so
students can come up with their
own service projects.
Flores said becoming a
Truman Finalist represents
everything that he has been
striving for.
“It’s incredibly meaningful
in a lot of ways, especially
because it’s exactly what I came
to college for,” Flores said. “The
idea of dedicating myself to
public service has always been
something that I aspire to.”
Flores focuses his efforts
on gaining access to financial
aid for those who cannot
otherwise afford it. In 2021,
Mississippi announced it would
be dissolving financial aid
programs including MTAG,
MSEG and the HELP Grant.
In reaction, Flores created
HelpSaveHELP.
Through

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSONʼS CASH SAVER

Jilkiah Bryant, Alex Bush and Andy Flores have been selected as
finalists for the Truman Scholarship.
HelpSaveHELP, Flores has
traveled across the state
lobbying for its continuation.
Truman Finalist is another
bright spot on the roads of
Bush, Bryant and Flores.
Bush said she doesn’t know
exactly what the future holds,
but she does know it will
include work similar to what
she does now.
“I can say with certainty
that I will continue to work with
mental health awareness and

suicide prevention,” she said.
All
three
students
emphasized the importance
of traveling in order to gain
knowledge and insight they
can use to improve their own
communities.
Whether or not they return
to Mississippi, Bush, Bryant
and Flores are sure to create
change in the years to come.
The Truman Scholarship may
be the first step.
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Governor signs executive orders
to protect military families
RABRIA MOORE

thedmnews@gmail.com

Gov. Tate Reeves signed
two executive orders on
Monday to better support
military children in state
schools and families living in
military installations.
“As long as I am governor,
Mississippi will do everything
in our power to support our
military members and their
families,” Reeves said at a
press conference.
Executive
Order
1561
creates the Military Star
School Program to support
military children who have to
frequently switch schools due
to their parents’ new postings.
The order recognizes that
“military children face unique
challenges related to military

transitions
and
parental
deployment,” and that they
should be “celebrated for the
courage they display as the
children of our nation’s armed
service members.”
Order 1561 also establishes
a basis for requiring schools
applying for the Military Star
designation to:
Designate a staff member
as a Military Ambassador
Maintain a webpage on
the school’s website which
includes resources for military
students and their families
Maintain a peer-to-peer
transition
program
that
assists military students into
the school
Offer
professional
development
training
opportunities
for
staff
members on issues relating to

military students.
“A school that bears the
military star will let families
know
that
Mississippi
schools will not only give
their children the educational
skills to be life, college and
ultimately workforce ready.
But this school also supports
their well-being as the child of
a military-connected family,”
Reeves said.
According to the Military
State Policy Source, there
were about 7,700 active-duty
children and 13,300 National
Guard and reserve children in
2021. There are about 30,600
active duty, National Guard
and reserve service members
combined.
According to the U.S.
Department of Education,
almost all school districts

ILLUSTRATION: MICAH CRICK / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

educate a child whose parent
or guardian is serving in the
Armed Forces, regardless of
location or duty status. There
are more than 1.2 million
school-aged children of
service men and women, and
80% of those children attend
public schools.
Boston Sharp is a senior
mechanical
engineering
major, and he plans to
join the Marine Corps
after graduation. He said
that although he was not a
military child, he sees the
benefits of having a known
confidante once you arrive in
a new place.
“New is not always fun,
and as someone who is more
introverted, meeting new
people can be a tough task,”
he said. “It would be nice
to be assigned to someone
you can talk to, trust and do
things with.”
Executive Order 1562
establishes the Mississippi
Defense
Communities
Development Council for
men and women living
on state military bases to
converse with lawmakers
to improve their quality of
living. The council will be

overseen by the Governor’s
Office of Military Affairs in
the Mississippi Development
Authority.
Order
1562
requires
each active duty military
installation and National
Guard training center in the
state to be represented. The
council will be made of one
primary and one alternative
representative from each of
the 12 military installations
located throughout the state.
An article from Mississippi
Today said Tom Williams,
president of the Meridian
Airport Authority, has been
appointed as the chair to
the new council. The new
organization aims to be
proactive, rather than reactive
in expanding, improving and
protecting the state’s military
installations, according to
Williams.
Sharp said this order is a
good idea for military families
because they normally have
limited options once they join
the military.
“Allowing these families to
have a say in their own lives
seems only a fitting way we
can give back to the men and
women who serve this country
willingly,” Sharp said.

37026
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The Rebels dominate in series opener against
Charleston Southern

RUBY DRAAYER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Rebs left no doubt this
weekend against Charleston
Southern in their series opener,
sweeping the Bucs in three
games.
Heading into this weekend,
Ole Miss was ranked No. 5,
but thanks to their dominant
performance against Charleston
Southern, they squeaked into
the Top-3 alongside Texas
and Arkansas in D1 Baseball
rankings.
Derek Diamond earned the
start for the Rebels on Friday
night, earning the win through
five innings. Diamond only
allowed two runs on two hits
and added eight strikeouts to his
2022 debut.
Offensively, the Rebs were
in control for the entirety of the
game with eight RBI’s and nine
runs scored on seven hits. Most
notably, a home run in the fourth
inning for Tim Elko. It was a
solo shot into right field. If you
thought he was good with one
ACL, you should see him with
two.
Game two, the Rebs left no
doubt winning the game in only
seven innings due to a run-rule
being put into place prior to
the start of this game. Ole Miss
finished this game out with 11

runs to the Bucs one run.
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
transfer, John Gaddis, earned his
first start in a Rebel uniform and
had a very impressive outing.
Gaddis walked the first batter
of the game, before going on to
finish out the first inning with
two straight strikeouts. He went
for four innings, allowing just
one run on three hits with three
strikeouts and two walks. He
earned the win at Swayze and
couldn’t believe the crowd that
he saw.
“I was a little pumped up to
start the game,” Gaddis said,
“but I kind of settled down and
just started pitching. The most I
probably played in front of at my
old school was about 500 people,
and I’m sure they had more than
500 people (in right field). It was
really cool.”
The nerves seemed to be
a non-issue for the seasoned
pitcher, and Gaddis was able to
prove that he will be a vital part
to the stacked pitching staff as
the year goes on.
Offensively, Ole Miss was
unstoppable. Tim Elko hit his
second home run of the year, as
well as adding three RBI’s. Senior
Hayden Leatherwood, despite
not playing in game one, came in
to hit an additional home run for
the Rebels.
“It’s good to get off to a good
start,” Head Coach Mike Bianco
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Ole Miss pitcher Hunter Elliot warms up during a game against Charleston Southern on Feb. 20.
said, “but even at the bottom of
the lineup, the first home run
is by Leatherwood who didn’t
play yesterday. Throughout
the lineup, many guys can
contribute. Most offenses aren’t
like that.”
The Ole Miss offense is just
that. A top to bottom dominating
affair, allowing zero breathing
room for opposing pitchers.

There were six different Rebels
in this game with at least one
hit. Jacob Gonzalez, Peyton
Chatagnier and Ben Van Cleve
each had a double, while
McCants and Hayden Dunhurst
had a single.
In the middle of the second
game, Golden Glove winner
Hayden Dunhurst was forced to
leave the game after sustaining a
minor hamstring tweak. Bianco

mentioned that while rounding
the bases, he injured it and is
considered day-to-day.
Ole Miss came in looking for
the sweep in game three and was
again able to get it done in seven
innings. The bats stayed hot for
the Rebs with 12 hits and 12 runs
scored, as they walked away from
the weekend undefeated.

37035
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Ole Miss overcomes
Arkansas 70-62
JANE ROB PANNELL

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole
Miss
Women’s
Basketball (21-6, 9-5 SEC)
came up with a huge win
over Arkansas (16-11, 6-8
SEC) Tuesday night, earning
its ninth SEC victory of the
season. The Rebels played
strong
both
offensively
and defensively, ultimately
shutting down the Razorbacks
70-62.
Despite a bucket out of the
gate by Madison Scott, the
Rebels struggled to score in
the first few minutes. Snudda
Collins was able to give the
Rebels some energy, hitting
her first three of many to
spark a 9-0 run. However,
Arkansas matched Ole Miss’s
offensive intensity, bringing
the score back even at 13. A
second three from Collins and
a jumper from Scott put the

Rebels back in the driver’s
seat.
Ole Miss faced a scoring
drought
in
the
second
quarter, but was still able to
stay ahead. Collins hit her
third three of the night before
heading into the locker room
at the half, putting the Rebels
up 33-25.
Another bucket by Scott
to start off the half would
give the Rebels some needed
cushion. The Razorbacks
were able to find their footing
from behind the arc, adding
back-to-back threes to cut
the Rebel lead to seven. Angel
Baker came out hot in the
third quarter, scoring nine
points to keep the Rebels
ahead 52-43 entering the
fourth.
The
sharp-shooting
Razorbacks did not back
down, staying consistent from
the three point line to cut the
37038

Ole Miss lead down to 62-59
with less than four minutes
remaining in the contest. Two
clutch free-throws, followed
by a layup by Lashonda Monk
would extend the Rebel lead
to six. The Rebels refused
to lose, locking down the
Razorbacks for over two
minutes. Monk remained
solid from the free throw line,
knocking down four more free
throws in the final minute to
secure the 70-62 victory.
Multiple Rebels got in on
the offensive action in this
conference win. Baker was
a huge difference maker,
coming off the bench to lead
the Rebels with 17 points. In
addition to scoring the final
eight points for Ole Miss,
Monk had a big night with 16
points. Following Monk was
Scott with 12 points and nine
rebounds. Shakira Austin
crashed the boards with a
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Ole Miss center Shakira Austin leaps to make a basket during a 74-54
victory over Texas A&M on Feb. 17.
season-high 16 rebounds and
11 points, her ninth doubledouble of the year. Collins
made some big shots for the
Rebels, hitting three triples to
add nine points.

Ole Miss will travel to
Auburn for their last away
game of the regular season
tonight. The battle against the
Tigers is set for 7 p.m. CST on
SEC Network+.

Rebels cruise to victory
over Georgia
DILLON CADER

thedmsports@gmail.com

LAST DAY TO DROP IS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Need to replace a course credit? iStudy’s got you covered.

Flex courses are always available!

Check the complete course list and apply at

olemiss.edu/istudy

Questions? e-mail istudy@olemiss.edu

FLEXIBLE & AFFORDABLE!

Despite missing its two
leading scorers, the Ole Miss
Men’s Basketball team played
one of its best offensive games
of the year as it defeated the
Georgia Bulldogs in Athens
85-68.
The Rebels came into the
game undermanned as Jarkel
Joiner and Mathew Murrell
missed the game with the
flu, leaving the team with
few players to look to for
offensive production. Nysier
Brooks and Luis Rodriguez
played but were also limited
with flu symptoms.
Nonetheless, the Rebels
came out of the gates hot and
stayed that way. Ole Miss
found themselves up seven
early in the game after a series
of Austin Crowley baskets.
UGA kept it close during the
first half, matching most
Rebel baskets with their own
and eventually taking its first
lead of the game with six and
a half minutes to go in the
first half.
The rest of the half was
back and forth as the lead
changed three times during
the final five minutes. A lastsecond three from Jaemyn
Brakefield gave the Rebels a
42-38 lead at the half.
In the second half, the
Rebels took control of the
game, shooting at an even
better rate than the first.
Georgia never grabbed a lead
in the second half as they just
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Ole Miss guard Austin Crowley attempts to evade two Kansas State
players during a game on Jan. 29.
couldn’t keep up with the red
hot Rebel offense.
Ole Miss took a 15 point
lead just under six minutes
to go and went back to back
with threes by Brakefield and
Rodriguez to extend the lead
to 20, shutting the door on
the Bulldogs.
Ole
Miss
had
eight
different players reach double
figures. Tye Fagan scored 20
points in his return to Athens
while Brakefield scored 19
and Crowley scored 18, a
career-high for both players.

Brooks powered through his
sickness and put up 10 points
and six rebounds.
The Rebels played one of
its best offensive games of the
season, shooting 56% from
the floor and committing
only seven turnovers. Austin
Crowley stepped in at point
guard and played one of the
most efficient games one
could have asked of him.
Ole Miss snaps a four
game losing skid as it moves
to 13-14 on the year and 4-10
in conference play.
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Ole Miss students, alumni weigh in
on Olympics doping scandal
ELEANOR HOOVER

thedmsports@gmail.com

As the 2022 Beijing Winter
Olympics came to a close on
Sunday night, one headline
loomed: another Russian doping
scandal.
This time, it was reported that
15-year-old Russian figure skater
Kamila Valieva tested positive for
the drug trimetazidine before the
Olympics began. Nonetheless, the
Court of Arbitration of Sport ruled
on Feb. 14 that “no provisional
suspension should be imposed
on the Athlete” on the basis that
Valieva is a “Protected Person”
under the World Anti-Doping
Code.
Around the world athletes
and spectators alike were stunned
by the decision to allow Valieva
to continue to compete. Here
in Oxford, students and alumni
were both alarmed by the decision
and concerned about the lack
of consistency in enforcing antidoping regulation.
Alison Weisz, an Ole Miss
alumna who competed in rifle
shooting at the 2020 Tokyo
Summer Olympics, was held to a
standard alongside her teammates
and all athletes competing in the
Olympics that Valieva was not
held to.
“All I can say is that regarding
doping as a whole, as an athlete, I
support athletes competing clean,”

Weisz said.
Trimetazidine,
the
drug
found in Valieva’s system,
increases blood flow to the heart
and decreases rapid changes in
blood pressure. It is classified
by the World Anti-Doping
Agency alongside hormones and
metabolic modulators, classes of
steroids that athletes have been
known to use for performance
enhancement.
Cortney Kinder, a graduate
assistant in athletic training
for the Department of Campus
Recreation, said that this type of
steroid is particularly beneficial
for endurance athletes, like figure
skaters, and helps to calm nerves
by decreasing changes in blood
pressure.
“Entering into competition,
especially on the world stage at
such a young age, there is a lot of
nervousness getting out on the
ice,” Kinder said. “This would
cause a spike in blood pressure,
create anxiety and potentially
cause a greater chance for the
athlete to have an error when
competing.”
Learning to deal with
nervousness is something athletes,
especially Olympic athletes, have
to do from a very young age. With
time and maturity, Kinder said
it is assumed that athletes are
better able to handle the stress
and pressure of international
competition. At just 15-yearsold, Valieva was considered a

“Protected Person,” or a minor,
which was taken into consideration
when deciding whether or not she
would be allowed to compete.
In agreement with the Court
of Arbitration, Kinder noted that
because of Valieva’s young age,
the responsibility to take care of
her health and safety fell to her
coaches.
“They are encouraging the use
of drugs that have the potential
to have lasting negative effects
later in life for a gold medal in the
present. They are putting winning
above the health of an individual.
I can understand where she could
see following their direction would
be the best for her. She has been
misguided,” Kinder said.
Valieva’s story, however, is
not new. The World Anti-Doping
Agency barred Russia from
international competitions in
2019. Since then, Russian athletes
have competed under the title of
the Russian Olympic Committee
after a state-sponsored doping
scheme was uncovered at the 2014
Sochi Winter Olympics.
Competing clean is something
Olympic athletes live by. If
they don’t, they typically face
consequences. Before the 2020
Tokyo
Summer
Olympics,
Sha’Carri Richardson tested
positive for THC and was not
allowed to compete in the 100
meter.
Richardson said in a Tweet
that she felt the only difference
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Kamila Valieva, of the Russian Olympic Committee, competes in the
women’s short program during the figure skating at the 2022 Winter
Olympics, Tuesday, Feb. 15.
between her case and Valieva’s
was their races.
Former competitive athlete
and current junior biomedical
engineering major Sarah Dufour,
after reflecting on the disparities in
the punishments given to Valieva
and Richardson, said the only
thing she felt was confusion.
“The drug that Richardson
took would have hindered her
performance,” Dufour said. “I
don’t understand how they can
penalize her for that when Valieva
was using a drug that gave her an
unfair advantage.”
Dufour also said that her years
as a competitive athlete taught
her how unfair and biased sports
can be and that decisions are not
always fair.

“From playing sports for so
many years I know how frustrating
it is to know someone has a leg up
on you. I think there’s a disparity
between the decisions made for
Valieva and Richardson,” Dufour
said.
Despite backlash from around
the world, Valieva completed
the women’s figure skating
competition and finished in fourth
place while two of her teammates
took the gold and silver medals.
Earlier in the games, Valieva
had helped the Russian Olympic
Committee take gold in the
team figure skating competition.
A medal ceremony was never
conducted for the event as it
remains under investigation.

Chiara Tamburlini helps propel the Rebels to seventh place
at the ICON Invitational

AIDAN GALLARDO

thedmsports@gmail.com

On Feb. 21-22, the Ole
Miss Women’s Golf team
competed at the ICON
Invitational
where
they
finished in a tie for seventh
place.
The ICON Invitational
is hosted annually by the
University of Houston. This
year’s tournament was played
at the Golf Club of Houston,
and teams from across
the
nation
participated,
including the University of
Southern California, Illinois,
Oklahoma State, Michigan
State and Ole Miss.
The winner of the ICON
Invitational was USC,who

finished as a team with a
score of 825 (-39).
The Rebels finished with a
score of 869 (+5) as a team
through the three rounds of
play.
Ole Miss played their best
round of the tournament on
the final day of play. They
shot a score of 283 (-5),
which helped propel them
from 10th to seventh place
and provided a strong finish
to the tournament.
Leading the team was
none other than junior
Chiara Tamburlini, who has
had a phenomenal season
thus far.
Tamburlini shot all three
rounds of the tournament
under par and finished in
the top 10 for the third time

this season. Through three
rounds, Tamburlini finished
with a total score of 209 (-7),
which put her in a tie for
sixth individually.
Another Rebel who had a
fantastic showing was junior
Andrea Lignell where she
finished in a tie for 23rd and
shot a 216 (E).
Lignell played her best
during the tournament’s
final round, where she shot a
score of 68 (-4) that included
back-to-back birdies on holes
five and six.
Next up for the Rebels is
the Gators Invitational hosted
by the University of Florida.
It will be played March 5-6 at
the Mark Bostick Golf Course
in Gainesville, Florida.

PHOTO COURTESY TIM COWIE/ TIM COWIE PHOTOGRAPHY VIA OLE MISS ATHLETICS.

Chiara Tamburlini competes in the 2021 NCAA Women’s Golf
Championship at the Grayhawk Golf Club on Tuesday, May 25, 2021 in
Scottsdale, Arizona.

BUSINESS OWNERS
TIRED OF YOUR GROUP
HEALTH INSURANCE SKYROCKETING?

New in 2022

•NO Deductibles
•NO Health Questions
•First Dollar Coverage

Group Benefit Services

Call 1-800-667-8520
for a Free Quote

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING
Carryout Only

38976

Call Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. for a quote
**Must have 10 or more employees
37033
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Rifle team puts up a solid
NCAA qualifying score in win
DILLON CADER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss Women’s
Rifle team put up a score
of 4719 as they defeated
Jacksonville State to finish
off the regular season on Feb
19.
With
the
win,
the
Rebels finished the regular
season 10-3 and awaited to
determine their seeding in
the NCAA tournament on
March 11.
On Tuesday, Ole Miss
found out that they qualified
for the NCAA championship
for the second year in a
row. This year, they earned
the No. 5 seed ahead of the
March 11 tournament.
The Rebels shot well as

the top six shooters of the
match were all from Ole
Miss. Lea Horvath led the
way with a score of 1184.
Claire O’Neel and Abby
Buesseler were right behind
her with their scores of 1179.
Kristen Derting scored 1175
while Jillian Zakrzeski and
M’Leah Lambdin finished
just behind her with a score
of 1174.
In smallbore, Ole Miss
shot a team total of 2340 as
Horvath led all shooters with
a 588. Buesseler and O’Neal
both had a score of 585 while
Darting scored a 582.
The Rebels shot an air
rifle score of 2379. Horvath
scored the highest with a 596
while Zakrzeski came up just
short of Horvath with a 595.
O’Neel and Buesseler both

scored 594s and Katelyn
Tinsley shot a career-high
score of 588.
Seniors Abby Buesseler,
Megan
Taylor,
Jillian
Zakrzeski and Erin Walsh
competed in their final
match in Oxford as Ole Miss
honored its seniors on senior
day.
Ole Miss finishes the
season at 10-3 and finds
themselves
in
a
good
position to qualify for the
NCAA tournament with the
win over JSU. They close the
regular season on a fourgame win streak as they look
to make some noise in the
postseason.
Their next action comes
in West Point, New York,
a place where Ole Miss
has been very successful
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Abby Buesseler rests during a match against Memphis on Feb. 12. The
Ole Miss riﬂe team defeated Jacksonville State.
this season, where they
will compete in the GARC
Championship tournament.

They will compete on Friday,
Feb. 25 and Saturday, Feb.
26. Times are TBA.

State Health Insurance
Assistance Program
SHIP

Mississippi’s State Health Insurance Assistance Program
LVDSDUWRIDQDWLRQDOQHWZRUNRISURJUDPVWKDWRHUIUHHFRQȴGHQWLDOFRXQVHOLQJHGXFDWLRQDQG
DVVLVWDQFHWR0HGLFDUHEHQHȴFLDULHVDQGWKHLUFDUHJLYHUV

&HUWLȴHG6+Ζ3FRXQVHORUVSURYLGH
+HDOWKΖQVXUDQFH&RXQVHOLQJ_(GXFDWLRQ ΖQIRUPDWLRQ
(OLJLELOLW\6FUHHQLQJ_(QUROOPHQW $SSOLFDWLRQ$VVLVWDQFH
7KHVHSURJUDPVLQFOXGHEXWDUHQRWOLPLWHGWR
3DUW'/RZΖQFRPH6XEVLG\([WUD+HOS_0HGLFDUH6DYLQJV3URJUDP
0HGLFDUH3UHYHQWLYH%HQHȴWV

Contact SHIP
&HUWLȴHG6+Ζ3FRXQVHORUVSURYLGHIUHHDVVLVWDQFH&RXQVHORUVFDQKHOS0HGLFDUHEHQHȴFLDULHV
FRPSOHWHDQGVXEPLWWKHLU063 /Ζ6DSSOLFDWLRQVDVZHOODVHQUROOLQWRDQHZSODQ
&DOO6+Ζ3WROOIUHH
or contact your local Area Agency on Aging.
Central MS
&RSLDK+LQGV0DGLVRQ5DQNLQ
6LPSVRQ:DUUHQ <D]RR
601-981-1516

North Delta
&RDKRPD'HVRWR3DQROD4XLWPDQ
7DOODKDWFKLH7DWH 7XQLFD
662-561-4100

East Central
&ODUNH-DVSHU.HPSHU/DXGHUGDOH
/HDNH1HVKRED1HZWRQ6FRWW 
6PLWK
601-683-2401

Northeast MS
$OFRUQ%HQWRQ0DUVKDOO3UHQWLVV
7LSSDK 7LVKRPLQJR
662-728-7038

Golden Triangle
&KRFWDZ&OD\/RZQGHV1R[XEHH
2NWLEEHKD:HEVWHU :LQVWRQ
662-324-4650
North Central
$WWDOD&DUUROO*UHQDGD+ROPHV
/HȵRUH0RQWJRPHU\ <DOREXVKD
662-283-2675

South Delta
%ROLYDU+XPSKUH\VΖVVDTXHQD
6KDUNH\6XQȵRZHU :DVKLQJWRQ
662-378-3831

Southern MS
&RYLQJWRQ)RUUHVW*HRUJH*UHHQH
+DQFRFN+DUULVRQ-DFNVRQ-HHUVRQ
'DYLV-RQHV/DPDU0DULRQ3HDUO
5LYHU3HUU\6WRQH :D\QH
228-868-2326
Southwest MS
$GDPV$PLWH&ODLERUQH)UDQNOLQ
-HHUVRQ/DZUHQFH/LQFROQ3LNH
:DOWKDOO :LONLQVRQ
601-446-6044
Three Rivers
&DOKRXQ&KLFNDVDZΖWDZDPED
/DID\HWWH/HH0RQURH3RQWRWRF 
Union
662-489-2415
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Lemon’s: A sweet new band for the Oxford music scene
KHARLEY REDMON

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Actual lemons may be
sour, but Lemon’s, the
Memphis-based band, made
a sweet impression with
its Oxford debut at Proud
Larry’s on Feb. 12.
The indie rock band
consists of Susie Hydrick,

CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
business day in advance. The Daily
Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday.
Classiﬁed ads must be prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
No refunds on classiﬁed ads once
published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse
ads that appear to offer unrealistic
or questionable products or
services.
To place your ad in The Daily
Mississippian Classiﬁeds section,
visit: http://www.thedmonline.com/

Luke
Braswell,
Aidan
Stanford, Jackson Williams
and Hooper Mattis. Walker
Higgins joined Lemons as its
resident trumpet player for
the night.
In addition to being its
Oxford debut, this show
was also Lemons’ first out
of Memphis performance.
Stanford, the band’s bassist
and an Ole Miss student,
expressed excitement for the
change in setting.
“I’m
really
excited
because I don’t have to drive
to gigs anymore,” Stanford
joked. “Having a new crowd
is nice, and it’s easy to have
my friends from Oxford
come and sing and dance.”
Lemon’s put on a solid
show which was a mix of
original songs and covers.
The main thing that
stood out was Lemon’s
musicianship.
Hydrick,
Braswell and Stanford were
a powerful guitar-bass trio.
Good guitar is something
I look for in every band I
see, and Lemon’s did not

CROSSWORD PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY DOMINO’S

NOW HIRING DRIVERS
at BOTH Oxford locations!
Make $12-$18 an hour!

Apply @ jobs.dominos.com OR in person!
Domino’s East 1920 University 662.236.3844
Domino’s West (Campus Store) 1603 W. Jackson Ave 662.236.3030

ACROSS
1- Flat sound;
5- Televise;
8- Petty quarrel;
12- Read ‘em and ___!;
13- ___ vincit amor;
15- Fast-food option;
16- Length times width;
17- Bowwow;
18- Second hand, took
advantage of;
19- “Great” Australian
landmark;
22- B’way hit sign;
23- Musical ability;
24- Yorkshire river;
26- Insane person;
29- Spatter;
31- Rat-a-___;
32- Square one;
34- Meditates;
36- Against;
38- Duck with soft down;
40- Director Wertmuller;
41- Absurd;
43- Visible exhalation;
45- Cpl., for one;
46- Allege;
48- Dirty mark;
50- Mature male
European red deer;
51- Hydrocarbon suffix;
52- Irregularly shaped

disk;
54- Defeat;
61- Western Native
Americans;
63- Piece of French
bread?;
64- Cover;
65- Of high grade;
66- Specialty;
67- Additional;
68- Spanakopita
ingredient;
69- French possessive;
70- Poor grades;
DOWN
1- Do the deck;
2- Lab fluids;
3- Psychic;
4- Was merciful to;
5- Cupid;
6- Are you ___ out?;
7- Starchy staple;
8- Actor Erwin;
9- Owning;
10- Antiquing agent;
11- Commotion;
13- Run;
14- Lots;
20- Alpo alternative;
21- Thin layer;
25- Actor Julia;
26- Spiritual sustenance;

38987

SOLUTION TO 2.17 PUZZLE

27- Adhesion; 28Ingenuous;
29- Paces;
30- Therefore;
31- Skater Babilonia;
33- Nutritional std.;
35- ___ Paulo;
37- Member of a great
Peruvian people;
39- Love affair;
42- Monetary unit of
Greece;
44- Mysterious character;
47- Cram; 49-

Confounded;

Memphis-based band Lemon’s before their show at Proud Larry’s last week.
disappoint.
Although every member
presented
excellent
musicianship in their typical
role, some of my favorite
moments of the night came
from instrument and lead
vocalist switches.
Williams,
the
band’s
drummer,
pleasantly
surprised me when he took
the lead on an excellent
rendition of an Arctic
Monkeys
song.
Mattis,
usually on the keys, picked
up a guitar and gave a
performance of “Freakin’
Out on the Interstate”
that made me think I was
watching Briston Maroney.
I’d like to see more of
Mattis’ vocals incorporated
into the set in future Lemon’s
shows.
The guests accompanying
Lemon’s presented the same
musicianship as the band’s
core
members.
Higgins’
horn playing was a personal
favorite of mine, and I would
recommend that Lemon’s
bring him back for more
performances.
Ben Spiegelman, also

from Memphis, was the
opening act for Lemon’s.
Spiegelman was an excellent
choice for an opener. He got
the crowd moving, was great
on guitar and set the tone for
the rest of the night.
Although I’ve only talked
about cover performances so
far, my favorite songs of the
night were actually Lemon’s
originals.
Hydrick, vocalist and
guitarist for the band, said
that one of the band’s main
influences is The Backseat
Lovers. This influence is
evident in the song “Call
A Friend” when Braswell,
also a vocalist and guitarist,
takes the lead.
Hydrick was one of the
highlights of the show. She
reminds me of the late ’90s
and early 2000s era of lead
female singers, so when I
asked Hydrick about her
influences, it didn’t surprise
me that she cited bands like
Paramore.
“Call
A
Friend”
is
Lemon’s most popular song,
but I preferred “Unaware,”
where Hydrick takes the

PHOTO COURTESY: JOSIE HYDRICK

lead. If you’re a fan of Soccer
Mommy’s early music, I
would give this song a listen.
Although
I
enjoyed
Lemon’s music, the sound
mixing for this show could
have been better. At specific
points
throughout
the
show, the vocalists were
straining to be heard over
the music, which took away
from the overall experience.
I also think that there were
moments where the band
could have done a better
job of engaging with the
audience.
These problems were
probably due to this being
Lemon’s first time out of
Memphis and in a new
venue. As they do more outof-town shows and shows in
Oxford, I expect that these
problems will go away.
I am looking forward to
the day that Lemon’s comes
back. If you’re looking for a
good dose of indie rock and a
great concert environment, I
would definitely recommend
seeing them live the next
time they come to Oxford.

52- Wristband;
53- End in ___ (draw);
55- Horse’s gait;
56- Female horse;
57- Formicary residents;
58- Meadow mouse;
59- Effortlessness;
60- Hwys.;
62- Ocean;
68- Spleen;

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad
HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

INTERMEDIATE

Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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Oxford is starving for queer safe havens
KATHERINE BROTEN

thedmopinion@gmail.com

I love Valentine’s Day. I
love the candy and chocolate.
I love the flowers and jewelry.
I love the music and the
public displays of affection.
With that being said, I
would trade every single
aspect of Valentine’s Day
to be at Proud Larry’s Feb.
24. Code Pink, a recurring
self-described
“LGBTQIA+
dance party’s” next event, is
“Lover’s Lounge,” promising
break-up songs and drag
performances, and probably
drag
performers
singing
break-up songs. Although I
will, unfortunately, be out
of town for Lover’s Lounge,
Code Pink’s events have
been a highlight during my
time at UM and have been
the site of some of my most
cherished college memories.
While the deeply SEC school
culture of UM can sometimes

make every event feel like a
frat party, Code Pink feels
like a breath of fresh air.
While Code Pink is first and
foremost a fantastic time
that I encourage everyone to
attend, it also serves a very
important purpose. Code
Pink is a safe space for queer
expression in Oxford.
While queer spaces have
existed for as long as people
have been gay (forever),
American “gay bars” first
became popular during the
1950s and 60s. More than
just a space to drink and relax
with other queer people, gay
bars served as important
organizing spaces for the
LGBTQ+ rights movement. As
is still true today, just being
out and proud was itself a form
of resistance to a violently
heteronormative society. For
this reason, gay bars were
sites of frequent police raids,
the most infamous of these
at the Stonewall Inn in New
York. The police raid on June

28, 1969, incited a days-long
riot against homophobia and
marked an important catalyst
for action in the movement.
LGBTQ+ spaces will always
be radical simply because
they are where queer people
can exist.
Queer spaces continue to
be necessary, especially on
college campuses, as students
who identify as LGBTQ+ face
additional hardships on top of
the daily struggle of academic
obligations and newfound
independence. Nearly 2 in
3 queer students across the
country report experiencing
sexual
harassment
on
campus, 20% report fearing
for their physical safety,
due to their gender identity
or sexual identity, with this
figure significantly higher
at 31% for queer students
of color. Beyond physical
safety,
LGBTQ+
college
students face higher rates
of
anxiety,
depression
and feelings of loneliness

than their heterosexual and
cisgendered peers.
All of this underscores
the importance of events
like Code Pink. While Oxford
sadly lacks a formal gay
bar, Code Pink provides
an opportunity for queer
members of our community
to be out and proud. It is
extremely
important
—
although underemphasized
— that queer students have
spaces where they can just
exist, where the usual hyper
vigilance of assessing whether
it’s safe to hold your partner’s
hand or wear a skirt or speak
freely is not required. Code

Pink’s Instagram account
states a simple but well
worded purpose: “Be who you
want, dance with who you
want. All are welcome.” I hope
that someday the existence
of LGBTQ+ safe spaces is
unnecessary and that being
who you are in public takes no
extra effort. Until then, I am
so grateful that Oxford has
Code Pink.
Katherine Broten is a
junior majoring in economics
and public policy leadership
from
Farmington,
New
Mexico.

Opinion Policies:
Columns do not represent the views of The University of
Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily Mississippian
welcomes letters to the editor, which should be emailed to
thedmopinion@gmail.com. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity and libel. Thirdparty letters and those with pseudonyms or no name will not be
published. Letters are limited to one per individual per month.
Letters should include contact information, including relationship
to the university, if applicable.
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The Zach Attack
OWEN PUSTELL

thedmsports@gmail.com

This article marks the
fourth installation of the series
highlighting the changing of the
guard in Rebel football. I will be
taking to the film in order to watch,
breakdown and evaluate notable
Ole Miss athletes who have either
declared for the draft or are
transferring into the program.
Stat Breakdown
Listed H/W/P: 5’11”, 212 lbs,
RB
Pro
Comparison:
Alvin
Kamara
In a Nutshell: Evans is lightning
in a 212lb bottle. He possesses
elite speed, which allows him to
beat linebackers to the edge and
defensive backs in the open field.
Evans has also flashed impressive
hands out of the backfield and
should be able to fill the pass
catching role left by Jerrion Ealy.
The TCU transfer also displays
terrific contact balance, which
forces tacklers to hit him with near
perfect accuracy.
Strengths
This offseason, running back
has become a position of need.
With the program’s top three
backs all leaving (Ealy and Conner
to the draft, Parish via the portal),
there was a desperate hole in the
backfield. Ole Miss brought in
just one running back recruit in
Quinshon Judkins, who is listed
as the No. 55 RB in the nation
but had an impressive offer list.
He will need time to develop into
a contributor so the brunt of the
running back responsibilities will
fall onto Zach Evans.
In all of the NCAA, there is no
player you could say would truly
be a better person for this job
than Evans. He has an amazingly

balanced skill set as a runner,
being able to hit the home run with
his speed while also having the
power to pick up short yardage.
In the pass game, he has shown
capable hands and route running,
which is wonderful as Lane Kiffin
is fond of using wheel routes out
of the backfield to attack the soft
spots in zone coverage. Ole Miss
is getting a player that would be
a take for any team, at any time.
He is a playmaker that will cause
problems for defenses like Georgia,
Alabama and Texas A&M.
Evans is a big play waiting
to happen. He is electric as soon
as he gets the ball, outrunning
defenses to their run fits by getting
up to full speed in just a few steps.
This does a few things for the
offense. Primarily, it means that
the offensive linemen do not need
to hold their blocks as long and
have an easier job in the run game.
Secondly, it means that defenders
need to take nearly perfect angles
on him if they want to effectively
fill their gap. This was on full
display against Cal, as there would
constantly be very little movement
from the TCU offensive line, and
Evans would be left with small
gaps and unblocked linebackers.
However, his ability to keep his
feet moving means that even if the
target gap is plugged, he can use
his eyes to find a cutback lane and
hit in without losing momentum.
He also runs smart, avoiding
large contact with defenders when
possible and breaking arm tackles
systematically. If the situation
comes up where Evans must
initiate contact, he tends to fall
forward. He is not a raw power
back who hits defenders with
punishing violence, but he has a
strong frame and does a good job
keeping his legs driving through
contact.

With 3:41 left in the first
quarter against SMU, Evans tore
off a run that showcased exactly
how special of a back he could be.
TCU came out in 30 personnel
(three in the backfield with no
tight ends) against SMU who was
in a dime look (much like what
Ole Miss runs). The fullbacks were
lined up to either side of the QB,
with Evans sitting just behind him.
Pre-snap, the QB motioned one
fullback to the left but no SMU
defenders followed, meaning the
right side of the formation was
now losing in the numbers game.
This mismatch produced a
free rusher in the form of a blitzing
linebacker, who got to Evans three
yards in the backfield. The backer
was able to get a good angle on
Evans, but could not wrap him up
as Evans accelerated through his
arm tackle. Had Snoop Conner
been running the ball, the play
would have been a loss. Evans
blew by both defensive tackles
and got six yards past the line of
scrimmage before the next wave
of defenders got to him. Two SMU
defenders dove at his legs, making
good contact, throwing Evans off
balance. He lunged through the
air, landing on one leg but used an
arm to stabilize himself. Had Ealy
been carrying the ball, the play
would have been over here. Before
Evans could stand up, a third
defender hurls himself over the
pile and grabs Evans by the foot.
He stumbled again, one leg just a
few inches off the ground while the
other was locked into a deep squat
holding his entire body weight. He
lurched forward off the squatted
leg and once again used his hand
to keep balance. His head popped
up and he surged forward, gaining
15 more yards before being caught
by a pursuing defender.
These are the things that Evans
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Zach Evans runs the ball during a TCU game against California.
can do that Ole Miss does not have.
College football is won by having
dynamic playmakers on offense,
and the Rebels just got one of the
best in the game. In just six games
last season, Evans had 103 touches
for 778 yards. On the ground he
averaged 7.0 yards per carry and
108 yards per game. He scored a
total of six touchdowns and did
not turn the ball over a single time.
Weaknesses
There is truly not much to
criticize about Evans’ game. The
only thing that could be an issue
in the upcoming season is load
management. Evans will be asked
to play almost every snap in the
upcoming season given the poor
depth at the position, and if he
goes down with an injury, it will be
detrimental to the team. I would
suggest Lane Kiffin attacks the
portal once more to find a backup
to Evans who can be both a change
of pace player, and be able to step
up if an injury happens. The big
name left in the portal is Camar
Wheaton, who was a 5-star in the
class of 2021 and committed to
Alabama but was unable to play
with an injury. Saban has publicly
given him compliments and he
is just one season removed from
being the No. 34 player nationally.

Evans is also probably going to be
a one-and-done type of player, and
Wheaton has at least two years left
in him, so pulling him would be a
huge win. I have no knowledge of
any contact between the coaching
staff and Wheaton nor do I have
any reason to think he is likely
to commit, but adding another
capable back is crucial.
Takeaways
Lane Kiffin has spent his
offseason attacking the transfer
portal with vicious efficiency. They
have landed a number of guys
who will come in and contribute
at a high level from day one.
Moving forward as a program
is about bringing in players
who will perform at a national
championship level. Zach Evans
is that kind of player. Jaxson Dart
has the potential to be that kind of
player. Guys like Khari Coleman,
Malik Heath, Jared Ivey, Michael
Trigg, Ladarius Tennison, Troy
Brown and Isheem Young are all
guys who have NFL upside. Of
course, the answer to sustained
success is successful and dominant
recruiting, but that starts with
a winning culture. Things are
certainly changing in Oxford, and
this transfer class has a chance to
be the catalyst.
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